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HOW TO CONTACT US
Paul Pospisil, Managing Editor,
The Garlic News, Beaver Pond Estates,
3656 Bolingbroke Road,
Maberly, Ont., K0H 2B0
Phone: 1-613-273-5683
Email: garlic@rideau.net
Cost: $15.00 for 4 issues mailed in Canada.
Single copy price $5.00. Outside Canada rates
under review due to rising postal costs and
currency exchange rates. Back issues to
complete your set are available in single copy,
bound sets or on CD.
Advertising inquiries welcome.

ABOUT THE GARLIC NEWS
The Garlic News is a new publication. It
carries on from where the Garlic Newsletter
and The Voice of Garlic left off. It is
distributed by subscription.
The Garlic News uses a newspaper column
layout and larger print size for easier reading.
The wider margins and 8 ½ x 11-size paper are
to enable growers to save copies in a standard
3-hole binder. Back issues are available both in
single copy and bound sets.

EDITORIAL POLICY
The purpose of The Garlic News is to enable
farmers and gardeners to grow better garlic and
enjoy it more. Articles and contributions are
welcome and will be published subject to space
and suitability. Letters and articles may be
edited for length and content. The Editor
reserves the right to refuse advertising,
subscriptions or material submitted for
publication where, in his sole discretion, such
inclusion would detract from the worth of the
publication. Articles should be no longer than
400 words. Pictures may be either colour or
B&W.
Contents copyright © 2008 Paul Pospisil.
No part of this publication may be reproduced
or duplicated without written permission.
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Spring Tasks in the Garlic Patch
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A check list of the many jobs that need attention during this busy time of year

Editorial: Pondering the ways of the natural world around us
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Ice Storm 98, El Nino and La Nina, groundhog forecasts, record snows and garlic

People – We Get Calls and Letters
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We get calls and letters from garlic fans and learn from their garlic experiences.

Thoughts on Growing Varieties
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Kathy Keeping has plunged right in with dozens of different garlic types

Making Raised Beds
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Garlic grower Dave Cornell discusses three types of raised beds for garlic

The Garlic Directory
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Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. Growers are finding the advantage
of letting buyers know about them.

The Best Garlic Recipes and Ideas
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Recipes for the maple syrup season and the blustery days of spring.
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Hot, filling meals with Ukrainian recipes from the Andrews Garlic Festival.

3rd Haliburton County Garlic Workshop
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Charles & Sheila Robb report on the 3rd year of this fine garlic initiative which is helping
to spread the gospel of garlic in the North country

Performance & Yield Comparison 2007 Garlic Crop
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Evaluation of 39 proven strains from all Varietal groups in the Small-Plot Garlic Variety
Trials to provide growers with an indication of how the different types grow
Enclosures: Early Bird Subscription Renewal for subscriptions expiring in Summer 2008
Advance Garlic Order Form, 2008 Crop, Small-Plot Garlic Variety Trials

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EARLY
Avoid paperwork during the busy harvest season. It’s hard for all of us to keep up
over the summer when beautiful days keep you outdoors.
For subscriptions expiring with issue #16, Summer 2008, your Early Bird
Renewal form is enclosed. Don’t delay, do it now so that your Garlic News will
continue to arrive with no interruption. If there was no form included with your
News, your subscription is paid up.

Eastern Ontario Garlic Field Day 2008
Sunday, 29 June 2008
(tentative date, to be confirmed)
We hope to hold our annual outdoor event run for growers at the Beaver
Pond Estates trials location again this year; however, with the uncertainty
of Mary Lou’s illness, we are unable to confirm it this far in advance. We
will be sending out a notification, either yes or no, in June.

Deadline for Summer 2008 Issue: June 3
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